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Introduction

This guide will show you how to set up a system that should bring you passive income 
from eBay using Facebook pages. If you don't have, or cannot sign up for, an eBay 
Partner Network account, that's OK – I'll cover some alternatives later. 

I have a page which regularly brings in income each month. Just for reference, I'm 
based in the UK so throughout this guide, I report income in GBP (UK currency).

One Facebook page has brought in around £4000 (GBP) and I haven't touched the 
page since setting it up! True passive income.

It literally took 30 minutes to setup. 

This guide will show you how. 

THIS METHOD WORKS.

This system is not going to make you rich overnight, but it is hands off passive income.

So, basically we are going to be setting up Facebook pages, and have the content 
automatically posted from eBay. The content will have our eBay affiliate link 
embedded because we're going to use the eBay affiliate RSS.

2018 – VERSION 2

I originally released this method in late 2015. At the time, I included all kinds of ways 
to use this method. Recently the service I used to post to Facebook closed down, so I 
updated this guide to use a new service. Since re-launching, I noticed some buyers 
were focussing on some of the additional ideas, so I've rewritten this to concentrate 
on the CORE METHOD which is the one I've had most success with. That's not to say 
the other methods don't work, but I'd like you to have best success possible, so I'll 
show you the CORE first. We'll cover other ways to implement this method later.



THE CORE METHOD

Just creating a Facebook page and spamming affiliate links with no planning is no 
good. 

The reason this system works so well is because we are creating pages for users 
looking for a specific thing. 

It's kind of like a Facebook monitoring system for eBay listings – Say you are looking 
for a new campervan  on eBay, instead of checking eBay every day, the latest listings 
pop up right there on your eBay page.

Have you seen Facebook groups like these: For Sale in (your town)? 

This is the almost system we use, but instead of users posting the items for sale, we 
are feeding them from eBay. 

I'll let you in on a secret on how I came up with this system 
(this is why it works so well!).... 

I was looking for a boat. 

So instead of trawling through eBay every day, I wanted to set up a system where the 
newest listings appeared on my Facebook timeline almost as soon as they were listed. 

I could keep up to date with the latest listings in Facebook even if I forgot to check 
eBay and as it was public on Facebook (and call it shrewd forward thinking), I included 
my affiliate link in case other people saw the page and clicked on links. 

So I set up the page and noticed other people were liking the page. 

It took a while but I was getting organic likes from Facebook – I NEVER PROMOTED 
THE PAGE AT ALL – people must have been searching for the same thing. 

To this day I have never promoted the page and it brings me some income.

THIS PAGE NOW MAKES ON AVERAGE £145 PER MONTH. 
BEST MONTH SO FAR  IT MADE A WHOPPING £450!! 

NOT BAD FOR A ONE TIME SETUP.



Now – I used to think I'd made a mistake in the approach I made:

Boats are high ticket items which means most people buy outside of eBay. 

Some are $10,000 to $50,000 so usually sellers only take a deposit and the rest of the 
transaction is handled outside eBay or completely handled outside eBay.

So now you're thinking – How do I get commission if their not buying what I'm 
posting?

But I was getting click-throughs and commission simply because they loved seeing 
other peoples boats, were curious, and a percentage ended up buying something on 
eBay (With my cookie set, I would get commission and to be fair – as an affiliate for 
eBay, it's your job to bring traffic to the site).

And even though I set this page up years ago, I STILL get curious when my own page 
posts up a boat I like the look of and I can't help clicking through to eBay to check out 
some pictures and details of the boat thats been posted. I'm not even LOOKING for 
another boat. 

THAT'S THE CORE METHOD

You need to research and find a niche where the community is so passionate about it 
that they want to actively keep an eye on what is selling out there. 

Let's be honest, this is a really easy to set up system.

Once you've set it up, you'll never have to do it again.

It will continue to bring you income for months and possibly years to come, 

But you HAVE to put the research in to put it in place. There's only so much I can cover
in this guide. I've shown you what the method is. I've shown you WHY it works. It's 
now up to you to find that niche.

If you are struggling, think about my niche: Boats.

I don't think I've cornered the market there. There are many KINDS of boats... And lots
of regions to target.



There are lots of sources for sourcing products...

We can have a look at eBays items in demand here:
https://pages.ebay.com/seller-center/get-started/what-to-sell.html

Google trends is sometimes handy:
https://www.google.com/trends/

Amazon top sellers:
http://www.amazon.com/Best-Sellers/zgbs

So, to give an example of searching for a niche: 

Give google a spin for ideas; 

https://kingpinning.com/list-of-passionate-buyer-niches/ 

https://www.nichepursuits.com/best-niche-markets/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_hobbies 

Just looking at the wikipedia list, I picked 'Film Memorabilia'. Seems like an interesting 
niche. I suppose collectors always want to see what others are selling and maybe add  
more to the collection. With this niche, there's also a good chance customers will 
actually buy the posted items. 

Maybe research this niche a bit further. How about movie props? That would be a cool
page. 

To be fair, I'd probably be quite keen on setting up a page for this, but I'll leave this 
one for you.

Use your imagination! There are plenty of ideas out there if you look. 

Think of your own interests. That's exactly what I'm going to use here to teach you this
method. 

I love boats. They are expensive to run (this method helps bring in some extra cash to 
help pay for all the things that add up running a boat – in fact I've just bought some 
maintenance products using money that eBay sent me using this exact method!)

So I'm going to pick Outboard Engines. These can sell from $100 up to several 

https://www.google.com/trends/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_hobbies
https://www.nichepursuits.com/best-niche-markets/
https://kingpinning.com/list-of-passionate-buyer-niches/
http://www.amazon.com/Best-Sellers/zgbs


thousand and they tend to be paid through eBay.

Let's set up my Facebook page.

(We're assuming you already have a Facebook account – I mean, your in Internet 
Marketing after all!)

Log into Facebook and hit the 'Create Page' on the left hand menu under 'Pages'

It will ask you what type of page you want to create, I'm going to go ahead and use 
community. 

Once you click, fill in the name of your page. I am going to use Outboard Engines for 
sale UK. (think of keywords – they will be fairly important if you want organic reach).

REMEMBER THE PURPOSE OF THE PAGE! THIS IS KEY FOR THE METHOD. THE PAGE 
IN THIS EXAMPLE IS 'OUTBOARD ENGINES FOR SALE IN THE UK', ANOTHER 
EXAMPLE COULD BE 'CHEAP BABY ITEMS FOR SALE NEW YORK'

You can get super targeted local results when you are setting up the feed for the page.
Keep this in mind, as you could have local pages for your own town if you want!



Next, set your category. Just fill in whatever you like here, I tend to just use 
'community'.

Next, set up your profile picture.  I usually google image search for an image of the 
product I am promoting. 

 On the next step, You can add a cover photo – Add a nice cover image. A good ratio 
for this is 851x315.

Once you have done all that, hit save and that's the page ready! 

You could also add a nice cover image.

Now the page is ready it's on to step 2...



SETTING UP EBAY AND AUTO POSTING.....

If you're not already a member of the eBay Partner Network, you will need to join. 
Ebay now allow you to sign up without a website, so you can use your new Facebook 
page to sign up but before you do so, make sure you have some content on your 
page first. Put up some pictures and posts about your niche. Do NOT put any 
affiliate links on your page at this stage. You will only need to do this with the 
first page you set up (just so you can sign up to EPN). Note: It can take some 
time to be accepted and it's not as easy as it used to be. If you have trouble 
getting accepted, you don't have to use EPN – this method can be used with 
other affiliate programs if they have an RSS feed. 

You can sign up here: https://www.ebaypartnernetwork.ebay.com/files/hub/en-
US/index.html

Just remember in Traffic Source to put 'Websites Only' as we are using Facebook 
traffic, and to put your Facebook page url as the domain name.

On the Business description  form, write a description about how you have a facebook
page which is all about your niche. Be as creative as you can with your description. For
business model select user generated content then select a category which best 
reflects your niche.

Just for clarification, some eBay guidelines on using social media are here: 
http://www.ebaypartnernetworkblog.com/en/2013/02/understanding-the-domain-
validation-change/

It may take some time for your account to be made active. Once it is, we'll move on to 
the next step...

If you do have problems signing up, there are alternatives. 

Near the end of this ebook I cover some alternatives, then you can come back and 
adapt the system to your needs. 

The most important part is the Facebook page and the auto posting. 
eBay is not necessarily required.

http://www.ebaypartnernetworkblog.com/en/2013/02/understanding-the-domain-validation-change/
http://www.ebaypartnernetworkblog.com/en/2013/02/understanding-the-domain-validation-change/
https://www.ebaypartnernetwork.ebay.com/files/hub/en-US/index.html
https://www.ebaypartnernetwork.ebay.com/files/hub/en-US/index.html


SETTING AUTO POSTING....

Sign in to your eBay partner network account:
https://epn.ebay.com/login

We are going to setup an RSS feed, so click 'Tools' at the top of the page.

Next, click on 'Widgets' then 'RSS Feed'

This page is where we set up our feed.

First step is to select our 'Program' this is the region we are using. 

Since I am targeting the UK, I selected 'eBay UK'

Next is 'Feed Type' which you should leave as 'all eBay inventory'.

Now we have to assign a campaign name or id. 

Click the link just under 'create a new campaign' and make a campaign name and 
description, then hit create.



Then we select our category. You can use 'find categories' to drill down. It's sometimes
easier use eBay to search for your product and find the category that way. I used 
“Home >> Vehicle Parts & Accessories >> Boats Parts & Accessories >> Boat Engines”

Then the critical part – we are using a search keyword, so it's really important we use 
exactly the right term thats going to bring the right product to our feed. You can use 
negative terms too. For instance my keyword is 'Outboard Engine' and my search 
exclusion term was 'parts' (I don't want items where the title is for example “Outboard 
Engine not working – for parts”)

TIP: GO TO EBAY AND RUN A SEARCH FOR YOUR KEYWORDS – THAT WAY YOU WILL 
SEE WHAT LISTINGS COME UP AND YOU WILL SEE ANY “NEGATIVE” KEYWORDS YOU 
CAN USE TO EXCLUDE SOME LISTINGS

Next, open Advanced settings. This is where we can tweak our results to better match 
what we want. Really the settings here are up to you, but I usually only target products
with a Buy It Now, no auctions, and you can also set up minimum prices (I'll set this for
£99). 

One thing that is important is to sort by 'Newly Listed Items First' This is so our 
Facebook page is showing the freshest items.

If you are targeting a specific local area, you can use the distance from zip/postcode. 
This means you can get really local if you want! (Somethings) For Sale in (Your Local 
Town)

 Just remember not to pick a huge area or you will spam your page. 

Smaller towns work better than cities unless your niche is super targetted or rare.

https://publisher.ebaypartnernetwork.ebay.com/PublisherWidgetsRssGeneratorPageII?program_id=15&feedtype_id=1&campaign_combo_id=&custom_id=&Include_Selected_Categories_hidden=&Include_Selected_Keywords_hidden=&Exclude_Selected_Categories_hidden=&Exclude_Selected_Keywords_hidden=&Include_Selected_Categories_Tbx=&Include_Search_Criteria=&Exclude_Selected_Categories_Tbx=&ExcludeSearch_Criteria=&SortBy_id=1&SellerId_id=&PriceRangeMin_id=&PriceRangeMax_id=&Mileage_id=200&zipCode_id=&advanced_maxcount_id=&advanced_offset_id=&AuctionType_id=3&feed_format_id=rss&rss_id=#
https://publisher.ebaypartnernetwork.ebay.com/PublisherWidgetsRssGeneratorPageII?program_id=15&feedtype_id=1&campaign_combo_id=&custom_id=&Include_Selected_Categories_hidden=&Include_Selected_Keywords_hidden=&Exclude_Selected_Categories_hidden=&Exclude_Selected_Keywords_hidden=&Include_Selected_Categories_Tbx=&Include_Search_Criteria=&Exclude_Selected_Categories_Tbx=&ExcludeSearch_Criteria=&SortBy_id=1&SellerId_id=&PriceRangeMin_id=&PriceRangeMax_id=&Mileage_id=200&zipCode_id=&advanced_maxcount_id=&advanced_offset_id=&AuctionType_id=3&feed_format_id=rss&rss_id=#


Once you are happy, click generate link.

Here you can preview your RSS Feed and get your RSS Url. You can tweak your 
settings/keywords until your happy.

For instance, I went back in and added negative keywords for cover, head and flywheel
as some parts were coming up when I only want complete engines.



VERY IMPORTANT (DO NOT IGNORE THIS)

Remember, we are setting up a Facebook Page, so we don't want the page to post 
non-stop. It really depends on your niche, but ideally the maximum posts per day 
should be between 5 and 10. My best page is set to only post 10 posts a day, but 
sometimes I push this up to 20, but NEVER more. 

People will only unfollow or unlike the page if their timeline is getting SPAMMED by
your page.

ALSO, The Auto RSS feed I'm going to show you next will FAIL if you setup a feed 
which posts too much.

So how do you control this?

It's all in the way you setup your RSS feed above. Use all your filtering criteria when
setting up your feed (as above). Keywords, negative keywords, prices etc. Use the 
preview and notice how apart the listings are. If you see 5/10/15 over the course of 
a day, it's probably good to go.

Once you are happy with your feed, copy the RSS feed url somewhere (I usually keep 
notepad open for such things).

Last step!

Now we need to auto post to Facebook. 



There are several services which do this, the one I used to use was TwitterFeed 
however they have now closed, so this guide has been updated and we are now using 
IFTTT – If That, Then This.

Sign Up for a Free Account With IFTTT 

You can sign up for a free IFTTT account instantly through an existing Google or Facebook
account, or alternatively do it the old fashioned way via email address.

Once signed up, sign into your account. 

https://ifttt.com/join


Create a New Applet 

Click My Applets in the top menu followed by the black New Applet button.

IFTTT will start you off with the set-up process by asking you to select an "if this" app 
for your applet, which in this case is the RSS feed because it's the app that's going to 
trigger another app (which will be Facebook).

Click the blue +if this link in the middle of the page. 



Set Up Your RSS Feed 

On the following page, click on the orange RSS feed button in the grid of app buttons
beneath the search bar. You'll be asked to choose between two different RSS feed 
triggers:

New feed item: Click on this one if you want all of your RSS updates to post to 
Facebook.

New feed item matches: Click on this one if you only want RSS updates containing 
specific keywords to post to Facebook.

Because we setup keyword targetting when creating the eBay RSS, we'll choose New 
feed item, but if you are using this system for another RSS feed, this may come in 
handy.

If you choose New feed item, you'll be asked to simply enter your RSS feed URL into 
the given field. If you choose New feed item matches, you'll be asked to enter both a 
list of keywords or simple phrases along with your RSS feed URL.

Click the Create trigger button when you're done. 



Set Up Your Facebook Profile or Page 

On the next page, you'll be asked to select your "then that" app, which in this case is 
Facebook because it's the app that will be triggered to create an automated action. 
Click on the blue +then that link in the middle of the page. 

Next, use the search bar to look for  "Facebook page."  Scroll down and click on the 
blue Facebook Pages button.



Connect Your Facebook Account to IFTTT 

For IFTTT to be able to auto-post to your Facebook profile or page, you'll have to give 
it permission by connecting your account to it first. Click on the blue Connect button 
to do this.

Next, you'll be given three different options for the type of post that IFTTT will create 
for Facebook:

Select: Create a link post



Complete the Action Fields for Your Facebook Page 

IFTTT conveniently gives you the opportunity to customize the setup of your Facebook
post using various "ingredients" such as title, URL and more.

You can take ingredients out if you like or add new ones by clicking on the Add 
ingredient button, but IFTTT will contain basic ingredients such as the EntryURL (the 
main URL of the post) already in the given fields.

You can also write plain text in the message field, such as "New blog post!" or 
something similar to let your friends or fans know that your post is a recent update. 
This is totally optional.

Click the Create Action button when you're done. 



Review Your Applet and Finish 

You'll be asked to review your newly created applet and click Finish when you're done.
You can also choose whether you want to receive notifications when the applet runs 
by switching the green button on or off.

Lastly, you'll be taken to your completed applet with an option to turn it off or on with 
the green button and a link to check now if you want IFTTT to see if there are 
currently any new RSS posts to trigger a Facebook post. IFTTT checks periodically 
throughout the day—not every second of the day, which is why the check now option 
is handy for testing purposes.

It will take a little while to start populating your page from the
RSS, so don't worry if you don't see any posts straight away.

Give it some time!



Summary

So, lets summarize the key points on making your page(s) successful...

1. The page title is crucial – It should be xxx For Sale in xxx (this is how we target 
BUYERS – people actually LOOKING for what we are selling them.

2. When setting up your feeds, you can get super targeted locally if you like.
3. DON'T SPAM YOUR PAGE – IF YOUR RSS FEED HAS TOO MANY NEW ITEMS 

PER DAY, YOU'RE NOT OPTIMALLY TARGETTING.

So now it's up to you if you want to promote your page. You should still get organic 
likes though search but this takes  time. As a start, you can promote your page to 
family or friends (this is best if, like me, you have a niche based on a hobby. Some of 
my friends are boaters to, so they will be interested in the page)

One thing NOT to do: don't buy any likes from Fiverr etc. It's a complete waste of time 
and only harms your page. 

Facebook's own promote page advertising is actually really good for starting off your 
page for a modest fee. I usually find about $10 dollars will kick off a page. I'd definitely
recommend this to start a page off.

NOTE: THIS SYSTEM WILL WORK WITH ANY RSS FEED!

So if you have problems signing up to eBay partner network, you can look for 
another affiliate program which supplies RSS feeds..

How about this for an idea... Sign up to a travel affiliate which supplies an RSS feed 
for hotels deals, and set up a page which posts the latest deals! In fact, it's such a 
good idea, I'm just about to do the exact same!

See, once you start thinking what you can do with Facebook pages and affiliate RSS
feeds, you really get excited thinking about the potential!

This is MOST IMPORTANT 

When you send somebody to eBay via your affiliate link, it sets a cookie which 
means that whatever the user ends up buying on eBay while the cookie is set, you 
will receive the commission. 

So, the goal is to get the most click-throughs, then it's all a numbers game. The 
more click-throughs, the more chance somebody will buy something something on 
eBay. 



So think about a page that posts things people 
are curious enough to click through to.

Take my 'Boats' page as an example: People like my page to see what boats are for 
sale. When it posts up a boat, lots of people tend to click through (even if they are 
not looking for a boat) just to have a look at other peoples boats because they love 
them!

Think of a community where people LOVE looking at what other people
have and are selling and base your page around that.

 THAT is where the gold is...

Now, boat owners are always spending money on their boats (believe me – I know 
this for a fact!) and speaking not only for myself but as my eBay income report also
tells me – they buy a LOT of parts, etc, on eBay – and who gets the commission? 
YOU!

This is the same model used by the website thisiswhyimbroke.com who post some 
really amazing things that users can't help clicking through to – thus setting the 
affiliate cookie. This site makes an estimated $20,000 per month.

On a similar note, I noticed eBay has a 'weird stuff' category. How about setting up 
a page like 'Weird stuff spotted on eBay'? 

I was going to set that one up but I'll leave it for somebody else to capitalise on. I 
bet that one would do well organically shared on Facebook. I can just picture things
going viral quickly.

One last thing: If you really can't get into eBay Partner Network there are services 
on the Warrior Forum selling niche web sites – some as low as $30. I'd recommend 
buying one of those and using that to sign up.

Please note, you can only setup one RSS to Facebook page recipe in IFTTT. If you 
need more, you'll need to make another account.



BONUS... THE WORDPRESS METHOD

So, This is another twist on the method. 

It doesn't necessarily involve the eBay side of things, it can if you want, but it 
doesn't involve Facebook – It uses your Wordpress blog.

IFTTT can post your RSS feeds to Wordpress!

You can imagine this is very powerful when combined with the action fields on the 
IFTTT Wordpress applet. You can prepend and append keywords to the RSS title 
and body for awesome SEO. See below:



Some Ideas for using Wordpress:

Create a classified site using eBay RSS & Classified site plugin/theme.

Create a top Hotel Deals site using a travel affiliate programme.

Create a local items for sale. Append local keywords to the title like 'Cheap 
{EntryTitle} for sale in London'.

Think outside the box!

To your continued success,
Andy.

PS, Any questions please email me at andy@feedthegraph.com
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